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But was India able to draw the line of her history
there? Did Providence allow her to make the assertion
that the History of India was the history of the Hindus?
No. For, while in Hindu India the Rajputs were busy
fighting each other in the vanity of a suicidal competition
of bravery, the Mussalmans swept in through the
breaches created by their dissensions, and scattering them-
selves all over the country they also made it their ow^n
by living and dying on its soil.
If now we try to drawr the line here crying: "Stop!
Enough! Let us make the History of India a history of
Hindu and Muslim!" will the great Architect, who is
broadening out the history of humanity in ever-increas-
ing circles, modify His plan simply to gratify our pride?
Whether India is to be yours or mine, whether it is
to belong more to the Hindu, or to the Moslem, or
whether some other race is to assert a greater supremacy
than either,—that is not the problem • with which
Providence is exercised. It is not as if, at the bar of the
judgment seat of the Almighty, different advocates are
engaged in pleading the rival causes of Hindu, Moslem, 01
Westerner, and that the party which wins the decree shall
finally plant the standard of permanent possession. *It
is our vanity which makes us think that it is a battle
between contending rights,—the only battle is the eternal
one between Truth and untruth.
The Ultimate, the Perfect, is concerned with the
All, and is evolving itself through every kind of obstacle
and opposing force. Only to the extent that our efforts
assist in the progress of this evolution can they be success-
ful. Attempts to push on oneself alone, whether made
by individuals or nations, have no importance in the

